TeleSensi - the web-app for stethoscopes.
The stethoscope is at the heart of every physical exam. It's the one instrument
that connects a doctor with a patient to get an instant health snapshot.
Navigate your stethoscope.
It has never been easier to guide the stethoscope placement
while listening to the heart or lungs. TeleSensi's interactive
3D model allows both the host and specialist to indicate the
stethoscope position.

Connect your favourite stethoscope.
At TeleSensi we aim to support all the latest electronic
stethoscopes with our web drivers, from 3.5mm audio jack to
Bluetooth enabled devices. Feel free to contact us if your
stethoscope is not supported by TeleSensi.

Never miss a beat with the highest in audio clarity.
TeleSensi will make sure that your audio sounds great. We control the sound from the stethoscope, all
the way to the consultant's ears. By using WebRTC and special codecs we ensure that low frequency
content does not get lost when transferring sounds from the lungs and heart of a patient.

www.telesensi.com

Stream Stethoscope Audio in Minutes
> Open the TeleSensi web-app: https://app.telesensi.com
> Download and install the stethoscope web driver.
> Connect your electronic stethoscope.
> Create a remote "consultation room".

Layers of Security.
> Multi-layer security with end-to-end encryption.
> Only transmits encrypted audio and data.
> TeleSensi never has access to PHI information.

Many platforms and devices.
At TeleSensi we understand that you want to connect to a software system that's
always available from multiple devices. Designing for compatibility is our priority.
> We support Windows (7, 8 & 10) PCs (OS, iOS & Android to follow).
> Stethoscopes: Littmann 3200, ThinkLabs One & Cardionics.
> Google Chrome and Firefox Web browsers (Edge to follow).

Make TeleSensi part of your own platform.
Using multiple sofware tools are frustrating. TeleSensi allows
integration into your system, giving your users a single entry to
a multi functional platform.
> Manage your own users.
> Encapsulate TeleSensi in your own system.
> Receive and manage your own sub-domain.

TeleSensi streaming plans for your organization.
Tele-auscultation is not getting the attention it deserves, oﬀering far more frustration than value. We want to change
that by oﬀering something that just works. And we want it to be of great value for your entire organization with a
growing line-up of features, helpful on-boarding, and responsive support.
We believe TeleSensi is an investment for your organization. So we set our pricing at a level that allows us to invest in
building a solid product, and more importantly, a great experience for you.
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Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG.
Littmann is a registered trademark of 3M.
Thinklabs is a registered trademark of ThinkLabs Medical.
Cardionics is a registered trademark of Cardionics.
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